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By MELANIE McCLAIN
Staff writer
The number of protesters
against Panther’s Lounge doubled
from last week after about 50
Eastern students joined the
community in their stand against
topless dancing.
About 100 students and
residents peacefully gathered for
the second time this month to
protest the topless dancing at
Panther’s, 1421 Fourth St. The
protesters marched at the corners
of Lincoln Avenue and Fourth
and Sixth streets carrying signs
bearing “If it’s not wrong, bring
your mom”; “No porn” and “EIU
students against topless dancing.”
About 30 students from
Christian Campus Fellowship
protested the topless dancing in
addition to other students who
came independently.
“It’s degrading to women. It’s
portraying us to be like trash,”
said sophomore Becky Keeslar, a
member of the Christian group. “I
don’t think we need people
supporting it.”
Freshman Mark McGranahan,
a Campus House member, agreed.
“I think it’s utterly degrading to
women and has no place in
society,” he said. “If (men) want
to go see naked women, they can
go buy a magazine.”
Topless dancers have
performed at Panther’s from 9
p.m. to 2 a.m. two of the past
three weekends. Customers
entering the establishment, owned
by Mike Bickers, were required
to be 18 years old and alcohol
wasn’t allowed on the premises.
The residents and students said
they will continue to protest the
topless dance shows at Panther’s
the next two weekends.
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid”
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A group of Eastern students stands on the corner of Fourth Street and Lincoln Avenue Friday night to
protest topless dancing at Panther’s Lounge as cars driving by honk to show their support. Students and
Charleston residents began protesting the topless bar on Labor Day weekend and have vowed to continue
protesting for the next two weekends.  
Protesters double
their numbers
By BETSY COLE
Campus editor
Eastern student Mary Armstrong will
be one of about 14 Midwest college
students to meet with President Bill
Clinton today during a round-table
discussion at Southern Illinois University
at Carbondale.
“Clinton wants to talk about what the
student loan program means to us and
about how we feel about the direct loan
program,” said Armstrong, a gerontology
graduate student.
Armstrong said the round-table
discussion will take place the same day
Clinton delivers a speech regarding his
opposition to the proposed financial aid
cuts across the nation.
Armstrong said
Eastern’s f inancial
aid department sent
three names to SIU’s
financial  aid
department, but only
one student  from
Eastern could be
chosen to attend the
meeting with
Clinton.
“The next day I got a call from the
White House, saying I was one of those
chosen,” Armstrong said.
Armstrong said she is nervous about
meeting with the president  and
discussing financial aid issues. “I hope I
say the r ight  things,  because I’m
representing Eastern students.”
She thinks the discussion will  be
directed toward the Direct  Loan
Program.
“This is the first year we have the
Direct Loan Program on campus,” she
said.
In fact, Armstrong said she received
her loan check within the first week of
school this semester – the fastest she’s
ever received it.
“There were times when my bank
made errors and I had to wait almost a
full semester to get my money,” she said.
“If loans had been handled properly by
banks before, there would be no need for
the Direct Loan Program.”
Armstrong is very appreciative for her
financial aid. “Without financial aid, I
couldn’t have gone to school.”
She said that  when her 29-year
marriage ended, she needed a way to
make a living. Armstrong had spent
several  years in Colorado and New
Mexico as a volunteer victim assistance
counselor.
“Coming out of a marriage, either the
government could give me aid and
Medicare, or loan me money for school
so that I could have a job and become a
taxpayer.”
Armstrong said she fully intends to
repay the loans so that someone else can
have that benefit. “The loan program is
not a handout. It’s an investment on the
future.”
She added that a lot of students in the
United States couldn’t have gone to
school without loans.
Student to meet Clinton at Southern Illinois University
By LAURIE SURGES
Staff writer
Eastern’s enrollment is up 123
students from last year, with a
total of 11,424 students enrolled
this semester, according to a press
release from the office of
Planning and Public Affairs.
Minority and international
students grew from 965 last year
to 1,027 students this year – an
increase of 62 students.
Caucasian students make up 91
percent of the student body, with
the other 9 percent divided
among international and minority
students, according to the press
release.
“We would not have been able
to boost enrollment had it not
been for the efforts of the
admissions and continuing
education staffs and the
university’s faculty, staff, and
students whose contributions
have led to continued interest in
Eastern’s programs,” said Vice
President for Student Affairs Lou
Hencken.
Eastern’s enrollment has
increased slightly over the last 10
years, rising from 10,491, an
increase of 933 students,
Hencken said.
A breakdown of the 11,424
students is as follows: freshman,
2,399; sophomores, 2,123;
juniors, 2,527; seniors, 2,775; and
graduate students, 1,600.
Shelly Flock, coordinator of
media relations, said she is happy
with the increase in enrollment.
“I am pleased that it’s
(enrollment) up, since last year
we had the largest graduating
class in the history of EIU,”
Flock said.
Frank Hohengarten, dean of
enrollment management, said
university officials have put in a
lot of effort to ensure a high
enrollment at Eastern.
“Their efforts are finally
paying off,” Hohengarten said.
Partnership for Excellence, a
program for academically-
talented minority high school
students, is designed to create a
more culturally diverse campus.
Enrollment up 123 from last year
Increase in number of minority, international students 
By ANNA BETZELBERGER
Staff writer
Eastern has many characteristics that draw high school students to
further their education here, according to counselors of the top five
high schools from which most Eastern students graduate.
The top five high schools whose graduates go on to attend Eastern
are Charleston, Mattoon, Mother McAuley in Chicago, Lincoln-Way
in New Lenox and Effingham.
Size and location are the assets that top the list.
“Eastern is a school students really like,” said Genevieve Burke,
college counselor at Mother McAuley High School.
Nineteen out of Mother McAuley’s 450 students in the 1995
graduating class went on to school at Eastern, Burke said.
Location and costs are also reasons why students are attracted to
Eastern. Students from Mattoon can commute and save money from
housing, said Marcia Parker, Mattoon High School’s senior
counselor.
Size, location attract
students to Eastern
Mary Armstrong
See PROTESTERS Page 2
See HIGH SCHOOL Page 2
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The Daily Eastern News the JUNCTION
E
u
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION
Union Bowling Lanes & Rec. Area
The Junction offers 12 lanes for classes, open and league bowling, 6
billiard tables, video and pinball, and camping equipment rental.
Anyone interested in joining a league this fall should stop by the 
Junction in the Union or call 581-3616
The cost per week is only $3.00 plus shoe rental (35¢)
LEAGUE TIMES...
6:30p.m. & 9p.m. ...  Monday Night COED
6:30p.m. & 9p.m. ...  Tuesday Night COED
4:30p.m. ................   Peterson Point (Indv.) Wed.*
7:00p.m. ................ Wednesday Night Men
* (ABC Sanctioned)
Location... North end of UNION STATION
Hours... M-TH ... 9:00 a.m. - 10:30 p.m.
F........... 10:00 a.m.- 11:30 p.m.
Sat.......  2:00 p.m. - 11:30 p.m.
Sun .....  4:00 p.m. - 10:30 p.m.
About 8 percent of Mattoon’s
approximate 225 students chose
to attend Eastern, Parker said.
Mary K. Smitley, Charleston
High School guidance counselor,
said some Charleston High
School students choose to attend
Eastern because they have parents
who are faculty members or they
can save money by living at
home.
Some say the environment at
Eastern allows students to meet a
wide variety of their educational
needs.
“Eastern has many undergradu-
ate offerings,” said Jo Diehl,
senior counselor from Effingham
High School.
“If a student is undecided, there
are diverse majors they can chose
from,” said Nancy Monken, col-
lege counselor at Lincoln-Way.
Others find Eastern’s close-knit
community and personable staff
more appealing and allows stu-
dents to get the one-on-one atten-
tion they need. 
“(Attending Eastern) is a bar-
gain,” said Larry Micenheimer,
counselor at Effingham High
School. “The people are nice and
they pay attention to detail to help
the financial aid process.”
“Students can get the chance to
know their teachers and not be a
number,” Burke added.
Monken said the small campus
at Eastern makes the university
easily accessible.
“The students like the resi-
dence halls and it is a safe cam-
pus,” Micenhiemer added.
The laid back pace of Eastern
and Charleston also attracts stu-
dents away from larger schools.
“The population is not like
Chicago, not always rushed,”
Burke explained.
Many students graduating from
small high schools like to go to
Eastern and use it as a transition
to a larger school, Smitley said.
Smitley said Eastern’s gradu-
ates also have a good chance of
finding a job, especially in the
education field.
According to a report by the
Career Planning and Placement
Center, 100 percent of Eastern’s
teacher certification graduates in
1994 found jobs.
Micenhimer also said there are
Eastern graduates in the area that
help to sell the school.
“More students are starting to
pick Eastern as their school every
year,” Monken said.
HIGH SCHOOL from page one
INdepth
Top ten high schools
sending students to
Eastern
1. Charleston
2. Mattoon
3. Mother McAuley (Chicago)
4. Lincoln-Way (New Lenox)
5. Effingham
6. East Richland (Olney)
7. Downers Grove South
8. Homewood-Flossmoor
9. Lyons Township (LaGrange)
10. Brother Rice (Chicago)
Sophomore Christian Campus
Fellowship member Jenny Ruden said the
group is going to begin circulating a peti-
tion over the course of the week to gain
opposition to the bar.
Charleston City Council Commissioner
Greg Stewart, who came to protest as a
concerned citizen, said “it tickles me to
death” to see students coming to protest.
“I only had to make a few contacts (to
get protesters),” Stewart said. “That’s all I
had to do; people are opposed to this.
They were calling me to see if there was
anything they could do.”
Junior Seth Burris said he contacted
Stewart to find out when and where he
could protest the topless dancing. Burris
independently organized about 12 stu-
dents to protest the new business by hand-
ing out flyers and informing people about
the topless dancing.
“Even though we only got about 12
people, we still got people to pray for the
cause,” Burris said. “I think it is totally
degrading. As a Christian, I believe our
bodies were built  to house the Holy
Spirit.”
Burris said he would like to see the top-
less dancing out of the community. “It
may bring in more provocative stripping,”
he said. “There’s got to be some men to
come out here and stand up and say ‘we
don’t want this.’”
Burris said many people were honking
their car horns in support of the
protesters.
“A lot of people were honking yelling
‘Good job, thanks for coming out’,” he
said. “That’s our purpose – to raise aware-
ness in the community.”
Bickers was unavailable for comment
concerning the demonstration’s effect on
his establishment’s business.
However, earlier in the week, he said
the demonstrations would help business
by bringing attention to the establishment.
I think it is totally degrad-
ing. As a Christian, I
believe our bodies were built to
house the Holy Spirit.”
— Seth Burris,
Eastern student
“
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-
Herzegovina (AP) – A U.S.
warship in the Adriatic Sea
fired 13 Tomahawk cruise mis-
siles at Bosnian Serb anti-air-
craft missile sites Sunday in
northwestern Bosnia, NATO
and U.S. military officials said.
The effect of the attack by
the cruiser  USS Normandy
wasn’t immediately known,
said NATO spokesman Maj.
Panagiotis Theodorakidis.
Minutes after the missiles
were launched, a wave of FA-
15 jet fighters took off from
the aircraft  carr ier  USS
Roosevelt ,  carrying 2,000-
pound “smart bombs,” accord-
ing to NATO officials  in
Naples, Italy.
There was no immediate
word on their target.
It was the first use of cruise
missiles in NATO’s 12-day old
campaign to force the Serb
rebels to pull their artillery and
other heavy weapons away
from Sarajevo,  and to ease
their pressure on other U.N.
“safe areas” such as Tuzla.
The Tomahawks were fired
at Serb surface-to-air missile
sites in the Banja Luka area of
northwestern Bosnia,  Navy
spokesman Lt. Conrad Chun
said in Washington.
Tomahawks were last used in
1993, when the Navy fired 26
of them at Baghdad, Iraq.
Air  Force Capt .  Scott
O’Grady was shot down by a
Serb missile near Banja Luka
on June 2, while he was on a
NATO mission to enforce the
ban on flights over Bosnia. He
was rescued six days later.
“If we’re proving anything
to the Serbs, it’s that we can
have accurate str ikes at  al l
times and all weather and with
no pi lots ,”  said Capt .  J im
Mitchell, the chief spokesman
for NATO.
There could be more attacks
if NATO pilots still consider
Serb anti-aircraft systems to be
a threat, Mitchell said.
“If  we need to use the
Tomahawks again we will,” he
said in Naples.
Also Sunday, Bosnian Serbs
shelled the U.N.-controlled
Tuzla airport and NATO retali-
ated swiftly with airstrikes,
destroying rebel positions near
the northeastern city.
In an at tempt to end the
standoff  with the Serbs,
President Jacques Chirac of
France said Sunday he
demanded NATO suspend its
attacks for several hours to let
the Serbs agree to withdraw
their guns. He didn’t say when
the suspension would take
effect.
Despite morning cloud
cover, NATO warplanes also
carried out airstrikes Sunday in
other parts  of  Bosnia,  said
Franco Veltr i ,  a  NATO
spokesman in Naples, Italy.
NATO used cruise missiles
because of their accuracy and
because they can operate in all
types of weather, said Mitchell.
He said using them also
reduced the r isk to NATO
pilots.
Mitchell said the decision to
use the missiles did not repre-
sent a change in the mission
being carried out by NATO and
the United Nations, nor in the
targets being attacked.
PROTESTERS from page one
Ships launch missiles at Serbs
WASHINGTON (AP) – Sen. Bob Packwood wrote his own head-
line for the behind-the-scenes dealings with lobbyists that helped
lead to his downfall: “Republican Fat Cat Buys off Senator with Job
to Senator’s Wife.” 
That diary entry, dated Dec. 10, 1990, is part of a rare glimpse
into the backroom connections among money, politics, and lobbyists
that usually are only whispered about on Capitol Hill, if they are
mentioned at all. 
The Oregon Republican had not slept the night before, worried
that his divorce proceedings would have to go to a public trial and
the arrangements he had made with lobbyists and political backers
to reduce his alimony payments would become known, resulting in
headlines like the one he wrote.
The Justice Department earlier this year declined to prosecute
Packwood for soliciting jobs for his former wife from the lobbyists.
Yet the diaries provide unusual insights into how lobbyists and
business executives sometimes exploit personal connections inside
the Capitol to benefit their own interests – and how they reciprocate
to keep friendly politicians in power. Excerpts were released last
week by the Senate Ethics Committee.
In one blunt entry, Packwood wrote that Ronald Crawford, a lob-
byist with the firm F/P Research Associates, was helpful to him in
raising money from Washington political action committees
“because much of his income is dependent on his relationship with
me. He has got a vested interest in my staying in office.” 
In another, Packwood recounted a 1990 dinner conversation with
Crawford in which the lobbyist offered to put up $7,500 a year to
help support Packwood’s wife, Georgie, after their marriage broke
up.
Packwood wrote his
own demise in diaries
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MONDAY
Mushroom & Garlic Chicken$895
TUESDAY
DistilledPork Chops$995
WEDNESDAY
CoveredFilet-Mignon$1295
THURSDAY
HoneyMustard BabyBack Ribs$895
FRIDAY
MargaritaSnapper$995
SATURDAY
Char Broiled
Pork Chops$995
SUNDAY
6 oz. Prime Rib
w/Glass of Wine$895
All or our dinner specials include : House Salad, Choice of Potato, Vegetable & Hot Dinner Rolls
700 Broadway - Mattoon        Open at 4:00pm Daily           For Reservations 234-7337
Our Big Screen is HERE! Our Big Screen is HERE!
Byrd’s Cleaners
Located on S. 4th St.
around
the curve
M-F
6:30-5:30
Sat 7-12
345-4546
Byrd's *
COLEMAN
HALL
LAWSON
HALL
ROOSEVELT
DRIVE
TAFT
AVE.
After 4 PM2 1/4 Lb.Cheeseburgers
2 Reg. Fries
$3.00
McHUGH'S
Double Drive-Thru
Philosopher
I drink, therefore 
I am. Happy
Birthday! Love, Erica
A Walk in the Clouds (PG-13)
4:45, 7:00
Desperado (R)
5:00, 7:15
The Tie That Binds (R)      5:00, 7:15
Mortal Kombat (PG-13)     4:45, 7:00
Dangerous Minds (R)        4:30,  7:30
Babe (G) 7:00, 9:00
Nine Months (PG-13)    7:15, 9:30!The1995WarblerYearbooks are here! Pick up your copyoutside the Union in the Library QuadMonday-Thursday
any time between
9:00am to 4:30pm.
CHET PIOTROWSKI/Staff photographer
Caught with his pants down
Cherry Vallance guitarist Matt Murphy poses for the crowd with his
pants down Saturday afternoon at the Springhaven Campground
Music Festival.
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
The Business and Technology Institute
will  be sponsoring a demonstration of
Microsoft’s new Windows 95 for students
interested in upgrading their current sys-
tems.
The new system will be demonstrated at a
seminar from 7 to 9 p.m. on Sept. 28 and
Oct. 19 in Lumpkin Hall. The Business and
Technology Institute requires a $20 registra-
tion fee for the demonstration.
The new Windows, which replaces the
previous model of Windows 3.1, has 35 new
features along with increased power and
increased productivity, said Norm Garrett,
the instructor for the demonstration.
The Windows 95 system has been on the
market since Aug. 24.
Garrett also said some of the biggest
advantages of the Windows 95 system are an
easier menu system that “better utilizes
resources of the computer,” increased stabil-
ity so the computer won’t “crash” as much
and a more efficient interface system.
The purpose of the demonstration is to
“show people what it (the new system) looks
like... and the different menu systems,”
Garrett said.
“The idea of it (the seminars) is not ori-
ented for people who’ve never seen
Windows 3.1,” said Garrett. “This demon-
stration is for people who are already using
Windows 3.1 and wondering whether to
upgrade to (Windows) 95.”
However, Garrett said the new system
does have its drawbacks as well.
“The new program requires a lot of hard-
ware, space and memory,” Garrett said.
The new system is keyed more toward
businesses rather than the individual, he
added.
Garrett said upgrading to the Windows 95
system will cost between $80 and $90.
Seminar to explain features of Windows 95
By CHAD GALLAGHER
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate will discuss
Booth Library’s proposed new allo-
cation formula with scheduled guest
Allen Lanham, dean of Library
Services on Tuesday.
The senate meets Tuesday at 2
p.m. in the BOG Room of Booth
Library.
Lanham said he is willing to
answer questions about the  proposal
but will not speculate on any partic-
ular questions the senate may have.
The proposed formula, which
would change the procedure for
allocating library funds to different
departments, has raised questions
from many faculty on how it will
affect departmental budgets.
The current library allocations are
based on the “historic tradition” of
each department rather than by the
proposed formula which would
mathematically decide where the
funding goes through established
criteria, Lanham said.
“The formula causes too violent a
redistribution of library funds,” sen-
ate member John Allison said. “I
might be in favor of a much more
moderate redistribution of any new
moneys but only if the previous dis-
tribution is unchanged.”
“What I’m interested in is hearing
from other department representa-
tives,” said senate member French
Fraker. “I’ll be a spectator hearing
several responses – some negative,
some positive about the proposal.”
The senate has also scheduled
two other guests to speak on various
campus issues.
Eastern Lobbyist, Chris
Merrifield, is expected to address the
senate and answer any questions
about her newly formed position.
“It’s really important with a new
position that there be a clear under-
standing on campus as to what the
position is all about,” Merrifield
said. “This will provide an opportu-
nity for all to see where we are
going with this new position.”
Merrifield said if her current raise
of $15,000 – announced at the Aug.
22 senate meeting – becomes an
issue she will gladly answer any
questions. Merrifield now collects
$50,000 annually.
Merrifield was given the raise
because of her increased duties due
to the soon demise of the Board of
Governors, Eastern’s governing
board.
The BOG is set for termination
Jan. 1 when new boards for  the five
BOG schools will take governance.
“If (the raise) comes up, I am
more than willing to take up an inti-
mate dialogue about it,” Merrifield
added.
The senate will also hear from
Charles Evans, assistant vice presi-
dent for Academic Affairs, concern-
ing the Illinois Board of Higher
Education’s Articulation Plan.
The plan was initiated to set stan-
dards for transfer credits so all cred-
its are transferable when students
change institutions.
“This will likely be an update or
status report because the IBHE plan
is a relatively long process,” Evans
said.
Library allocations top
Faculty Senate agenda
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Student Government editor
The deadline for submitting applications for
the Student Lobbying Team has been extended
until Wednesday’s Student Senate meeting.
Jason Anselment, vice president for public
affairs, said the application date for the team
has been pushed back because of the small
number of applications he has received. The
original deadline was last Friday.
“I expected to have a lot more applications
in on Friday than I did,” Anselment said.
Anselment said about five or six applications
have been turned in, although about 25 have
been taken out. Anselment said he is required
to make nine appointments for the lobbying
team.
“We will begin the interviewing process on
the six (applications) I have starting the week
after next,” Anselment said, adding he expects
more applicants to appear later.
Along with Anselment, other Student
Government leaders also are looking to receive
more applications to fill positions on other
committees and boards.
Lisa Garrison, vice president for student
affairs, is responsible for filling positions on 11
boards.
Garrison said vacancies still remain on vari-
ous boards and committees such as Health
Service Advisory Board, Parking and Traffic
Appeals Committee, Student Legal Services
Board, Student Housing Bond Revenue Board,
Council on University Planning and Budgeting
and Multi-Cultural Affairs Board.
Student Lobbying Team receives few applications
A crowd of about 400 spectators
gathered Thursday at Old Main to
watch the opening of a century-old
time capsule, containing coins
from 2,000 years ago and newspa-
pers and documents from 1896.
While those materials are inter-
esting and can teach us about the
past, they cannot speak, laugh,
think or cry.
America could learn more about
the past century from its elderly
than it can from ancient artifacts.
These people come from a long-forgotten America, void of
satellite dishes, televisions, radios, electricity, microwave
ovens and many other modern conveniences we’ve grown to
depend on.
“I’ve seen some big changes; too many to count,” said
Mary Ellen Bennett, of Charleston, who will celebrate her
100th birthday in November. “I saw when they were making
the Fords and the airplanes, but I didn’t think they’d ever
have an airplane.”
Let alone Stealth fighters and space shuttles.
Edna Mandrell, 80, of Charleston, said she remembers hav-
ing to shovel coal into a stove and carry the ashes outside
every couple of hours to keep her home warm.
“We were one of the first ones on the block to get electrici-
ty,” said Mandrell, who lived in Decatur during the 1920s.
Lina Elliot, a 101-year-old resident at Prairie View Care
Center of Charleston, remembers when a quart of milk cost a
nickel, running water was scarce and she saw the first car
travel down the dusty roads of Effingham.
Mandrell said one detrimental offspring of technology is
the rat race it has created.
“Seems like people are all in a hurry now; they do too
much,” Mandrell said.
With the advent of answering machines, voice mail, cellu-
lar phones and beepers, people can be reached virtually any-
where. There’s no escape from the rush.
In addition, television has changed traditional family roles.
Grandparents, who used to read
stories to children have been
replaced by Barney and the Power
Rangers parading around on 24-
inch T.V.s.
“Home life is different” now
that there are televisions, Mandrell
said.
“People don’t have as much
contact with each other,” she said.
But Mandrell isn’t saying we
should forsake our technological
advances and go back to a more
simple way of life like the Amish; she isn’t ready to throw out
the baby with the bathwater.
Technology gave us the atomic bomb, but it also gave us
kidney transplants, she said. The manufacturing of automo-
biles gave us carbon monoxide emissions, but it also gave us
emergency medical vehicles.
“Technology can help people get well,” Mandrell said.
But the real improvements in life won’t be brought about
by test tube discoveries and genetic engineering; they’ll have
to stem from a change in people.
“I don’t think (scientists) can solve all of our problems,”
Bennett said. “They can’t make people get along.”
Elliot boldly echoed Bennett’s comments.
“I don’t care about a radio,”  Elliot said. “I don’t care any-
thing about all those things. Technology didn’t solve all of our
problems. The world needs good honest Christian people
more than it needs anything else.”
The three elderly women seem to agree that we need a rev-
olution of integrity among people more than we need a tech-
nological revolution.
“I think if (people) could stop war and crimes and hatred
and divorce, it would be a lot better than communicating with
the moon,” Mandrell said. “But that’s in our hands. We have
to do that ourselves.”
– Sam McKee is features editor and a regular columnist for
The Daily Eastern News.
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Present day Eastern
faces a new century
of tough challenges
People tell more than time capsules
SAM McKEE
Regular columnist
“While those
materials are
interesting and
can teach us
about the past,
they cannot
speak, laugh,
think or cry.”
To imagine an Eastern 100 years ago is to see a
different world.
The teaching college was housed almost com-
pletely in Old Main and its student population
was a fraction of the more than 10,500 students
that walk the campus today.
But the time capsule ceremony Thursday
which capped Eastern’s 100-year anniversary cel-
ebration definitely brought into perspective the
problems the Eastern of today faces.
Our present day challenges are just as daunting
– if not more. Administrators must deal with a
tight budget, a growing campus, a demand for
diversity and maintain the value of the undergrad-
uate degree, among other
things.
Hopefully, Thursday’s
event will serve as a force
to galvanize the current university leadership.
Eastern has taken massive steps forward in the
past. We’ve jumped from a teaching school to a
full university, managed excellently the growth
on our campus, and tussled valiantly against gen-
erational social and economic problems.
How will the future Eastern struggle with the
budget? Like other institutions across the country,
campus administrators here are trying to figure
out how to run an affordable, accessible and qual-
ity university. The answers have come in the form
of tuition hikes and downsizing. The next few
years will be crucial.
Will Eastern answer the nationwide challenge
to diversity? The minority population has grown
slowly and there are few minority faculty mem-
bers or administrators. A more diverse staff and
aggressive recruitment will help the Eastern of
today lay a foundation to have the Eastern of
2095 look like the United States.
There’s also the issues of a continually grow-
ing campus and the battle to maintain the quality
of an Eastern’s bachelor’s degree. Education is
more accessible now and the faculty, students and
staff must continue to make the school’s curricu-
lum stand above others.
It’s comforting to know President Livingston
C. Lord, the students and staff had the wherewith-
al to survive and lay a foundation for the campus
we have today. The obstacles this campus has
faced to become what it is – a solid public univer-
sity – cannot be underestimated.
Now it is our turn.
Editorial
Dear editor:
I have been a student at Eastern for a
few years now and I have seen many
things happen in this town that have
boggled my mind, but the “uprising”
over topless dancers at Panther’s
Lounge takes the cake. As I look at the
Sept. 4 edition of The Daily Eastern
News I see a lady holding a sign saying
“We Want A Moral Town,” and I won-
der if this lady was at the theaters in
Mattoon and Charleston when “Basic
Instinct” came to the theaters, or if she
was there when Michael Douglas and
Demi Moore were ripping each other’s
clothes off in “Disclosure.” I don’t think
I have seen her in front of any of the
video stores in Charleston which have a
secret room where you can rent about
anything you want to see, or in front of
any stores that carry a large selection of
pornographic magazines. I hope that
she has a lot of time on her hands when
Charleston gets it eight-cinema theater,
which I am sure will have an “R” or
“NC-17” movie in the near future. A
“moral” town is a PG or G town and I
don’t think you’ll find a college town in
America that is a “moral” town.
There is also a woman in last week’s
paper with a sign that says, “Charleston
says NO to topless bars.” Well ma’am,
bars serve alcohol and I don’t think that
Mike Bickers has any alcohol in the
building. Now this will probably end up
the way a few other things have in this
town: in the beginning everybody is on
the band wagon but soon no one
remembers what they were talking
about. Students: Remember all those
bar alternatives we were going to get?
That’s another thing, what would
these men who go to strip bars be doing
if they weren’t sitting at Panther’s?
Maybe they’d use a Fake ID to get into
a bar, or maybe they would enjoy
underage drinking at one of the many
house parties on campus on any given
weekend. Way to go Bickers for finding
a bar alternative that attracts customers,
doesn’t serve alcohol, doesn’t cost a lot
of money and allows 18 year olds to
attend.
I have never gone to Panther’s for a
show, and probably won’t go, but it is
MY choice, one that I make in MY
mind, not a choice or opinion given to
me by Commissioner Greg Stewart. I
am happy to see people standing up for
what they believe, but I am trying to
point out that they might have better
alternatives. I think that if students feel
like there is not enough to do in this
town for the freshmen and those under
21 they should go to Panther’s and let
their voices be heard, not because they
agree with having a strip club in town,
but because if we let the town shut
down Bickers, what’s next? Video
stores which carry pornographic titles?
Or not letting the new theater show any
film Stewart and the “Liquor, Morality,
Know-what’s-right-for-everyone” coun-
cil has deemed acceptable by their stan-
dards? Think about it.
Jeff Armsworth
“The century on which we are enteringcan be and must be the century of the
common man.
– Henry Agard Wallace
today’s quote
your turnStudents shouldn’t
let city residents shut
down topless shows
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345-7849345-7849
MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL (2 big screens)
16OZ. DRAFTS $1.25
DAIQUIRI’S $2.05
BAR MIXERS $2.05
ML&BL GRINDERS, YOUR OFF CAMPUSSTUDY PLACE, NOW OPEN DAILY
RESTAURANT &BANQUET FACILITY 1412 4TH ST.CHARLESTON
LUNCH SPECIALS 11 AM-2 PM
Huge stuffed potato w/Side Salad $3.95
BLT $3.50
Caesar Salad      $4.50  W/chicken $5.95
DINNER
ITALIAN CHICKEN W/SIDE SALAD,POTATO & VEGETABLE $6.50
ALL AGES WELCOME BEFORE 9 PM 
AFTER 9 PM --21 TO ENTER • NEVER A COVER
Terry’s Clip & ChipTerry L. Roy - Class “A” Clubmaker
Member of the Professional Clubmaker’s Society
8th & Madison • Charleston, Il 61920 •217/345- 6325
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. •CUSTOM BUILT GOLF CLUBS•FULL SERVICE REPAIR CENTER
•INDOOR DRIVING RANGE
•COMPLETE FITTING CENTER
R
R
R
R R R
R
R
R
RRR
$3.00
LEINENKUGELS
PITCHERS
“Cherry Valance”
Fri
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
$11900
AstrobladeCLEARANCE SALE! was • $10900NOW $9900
217 Lincoln. Ave.                           345-1316
FREE Grind Plateswith any purchase of 
Lightning Blades
($18 Value)
See the Bears
4 Big
Screens!
$1.00 Draft Pints
$1.00 Well Drinks
TO
NITE!
on
TM
Monday
&Tuesday
Special!
Large
1- Topping
Pizza for only
$4.99348-5454
The Spine is Your Life Line
• Strong, but Sensitive •
Virtually every accident 
causes lower back injury.
Watch for these Danger Signals
1. Headaches, Dizziness
2. Nervous Tension
3. Neck & Lower Back Pain
4. Arm & Shoulder Pain/Numbness
5. Nausea, Indigestion
Call Drs Don & Nancy Selvidge
Chiropractic Physicians
Charleston • 345-1190
Mattoon • 235-4664 
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
The contents of Eastern’s
newly exhumed time capsule
will  be on display at Booth
Library for two weeks for stu-
dents and the public to view.
The contents are being dis-
played in the window cases on
either side of the reserve desk in
the front entrance of the library.
Among the contents removed
from the 1896 capsule were a set
of 2,000-year-old Roman coins,
old newspapers, list of the 1896
graduating class of Charleston
High School and other items.
Bob Hillman, Eastern’s
archivist, said the contents will
not be displayed for a long peri-
od of time because the light can
cause damage to some of the his-
toric items – especially the
newspapers.
“The light will  get to the
things and deteriorate them,”
Hillman said. 
The contents of the capsule
will be kept in the archives after
the display is over. Hillman said
he will be looking into a more
permanent preservation for the
items.
A time capsule was set in a
cornerstone in Old Main on May
27, 1896, and was removed last
Thursday during a ceremony
where Eastern’s President David
Jorns, Gov. Jim Edgar and other
prestigious community members
helped commemorate Eastern’s
Centennial.
The capsule was replaced with
new contents to be removed in
the year 2095.
Hillman said he expects a big
interest in the display.
“People like the fact that these
things are 100 years old and
have been kept in a box that
whole time,” Hillman said.
Hillman said 20 to 30 people
came in while he was setting up
the display.
Not all the contents of the
capsule are being displayed
because of lack room in the dis-
play cases.
By REAGAN BRANHAM
Activities editor
Expanding Awareness & Responsibility Toward
Humanity, a university environmental group, will
begin its fourth semester on campus with the hopes
of bonding the community and campus together to
preserve the environment, EARTH Co-president
Brad Tluczek said.
The group will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday in Room
318 of Coleman Hall.
Tluczek said the group is now making a push to
get more people from the entire community
involved with EARTH.
“It’s good to get Charleston people involved
with the students,” Tluczek said.
EARTH is designed to inform the campus and
community of important environmental issues,
Tluczek said.
“We’re not one of those activist groups... we pre-
sent information to people and they can take it or
leave it,” he said.
Tluczek said EARTH members realize that it is
important to help the environment now because
“our children will have the repercussions of our
actions.”
“Little things make the difference,” Tluczek
said. “We’re not going to change the world or any-
thing, but it’s an inch in helping.”
The group already has activities planned for the
fall semester such as a canoe and kayak trip. They
are also holding a weekend camping trip to Fox
Ridge and other state parks to help clean the trails
as well as maintenance and trash walks with the
community.
The club also plans to invite university profes-
sors to speak during their meetings on current envi-
ronmental issues.
EARTH is also planning on having an informa-
tion table in late October on campus to “offer infor-
mation about the environment within the U.S. and
things affecting us in Charleston,” Tluczek said.
Time capsule items on display 
EARTH group begins its fourth
semester on Eastern’s campus
Booth Library
to show items
for two weeks
Tax Not
Included
University Board Wants
You To Be a
Communications
Coordinator
This position provides promotion for all
UB Events through the use of Press
Releases and the Eventsful/Dayplanner.
Pick up an application in Room 201
Univ. Union. They are due back by
TODAY at 4:00 pm
Friends&Co
509 Van Buren    345-2380
Monday:
$200 12oz
IMPORT BOTTLES
Tuesday:
$350 Pitchers
Leine, Low, MGD
“Suede Chain” 9/14
FREE SHOW!
Group hopes to revamp
city, campus efforts
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Welcome Back Special
75¢ Cheese Fry with Purchase of any Sandwich
Offer ends 7-17
WRANGLER ROAST BEEF
703 W. Lincoln
Op e n  24  Hours
Made to Order Breakfast M-F
11pm - 11am; 11pm - 1pm Sat/Sun
All you can eat Breakfast Buffet 7am - 1pm Sat/Sun
Plate Meals served 11am - 8pm
Beef and Turkey Manhattans 11am - 2:30am
UNIVERSITY BOARD
Wants You!!
to become a
LECTURES COORDINATOR
OR COMEDY COORDINATOR
• Pick up applications now in room 201,
University Union and drop it off
by 4:00 pm - TODAY
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
These are Volunteer Positions, but you’ll
have a him-hawin’ good ole time!
It Pays to Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News!
UB Lectures Presents
From
MTV’s the real world...
“London”
featuring...
SHARON GITAN - Singer / Songwriter from Essex, England
~and~MIKE JOHNSON - Race Car Driver from St. Louis
•Topics deal with living with strangers and some of 
the experiences that go along with transitioning 
with a new environment.
•Also they will be talking about their “Trip through  
the Real World.”
Tonight! 8:00pm grandballroom
$1 Student w/id            $3 General Public
*PERFECT FOR ROOMMATES*
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
UNIVERSITY
BOARD
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
CHARLESTON, ILLINOIS
One 10” Pizza Two Toppings
$499
Additional topping $.75 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Limited Time Only
1 Large 2 Toppings
Pizza $796
• or•
2 Large 2 Toppings
Pizza $1296
Additional topping $.95 each.
Valid only at participating stores.
Limited Time Only
+ TAX
+ TAX
+ TAX
Perfect Pizza.Perfect Time.
348-8282
Perfect Price.
M o n day   N i g h t   F o o t b a l l
Bears vs. Packers
22 OZ. BUD LITE $1.75
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By THERESA GAVLIN
Staff writer
The Writing Center has sched-
uled four workshops to help
Eastern juniors and seniors pass
the Writing Competency Exam, a
requirement for graduation.
The workshops give students
information about the test format
by providing them with sample
essay topics and questions from
previous exams to help them pre-
pare for the real exam, said
Linda Coleman, an English pro-
fessor at Eastern and former
director of the Writing Center.
The writing competency
workshops are scheduled for the
following times: 3-5 p.m. on
Sept. 11 in Coleman Hall Room
313; 4-6 p.m. on Sept. 19  in
Coleman Hall Room 311; 4-6
p.m. on Oct. 24 in Coleman Hall
Room 311; and 3-5 p.m. on Oct.
30 in Coleman Hall Room 313. 
Students can call the Writing
Center at 581-5929 with any
questions regarding the exam or
the workshops.
The exam itself is divided into
three sections – an expository
essay, persuasive essay, and a
series of multiple choice ques-
tions, said Linda Calendrillo,
director of the Writing Center. 
The workshops are a free ser-
vice for students provided by the
Writing Center, however the
actual exam costs $10, said
Shirley Moore, dean of
Academic Affairs.
Writing
Exam
workshops
scheduled
Eastern President David Jorns
will hold his first brown bag
lunch/town meeting of the
semester at noon today in the
west balcony of the Rathskeller
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Jorns said anyone is invited to
join him in an informal discus-
sion about any campus or com-
munity issues.
“It’s an opportunity to let peo-
ple express their concerns and
thoughts about really anything.”
Jorns said. “We talk about any
normal things you could expect
from any citizen from any com-
munity.”
Jorns said he has no specula-
tion on what the meeting might
entail.
“We’ve always gone without
an agenda,” he said. “But people
usually like to talk about how the
university budget is going or any
changes in the (Board of
Governors) board transition.”
The BOG is set for elimination
on Jan 1 when five new boards
will take over governance for
each of the BOG universities.
Jorns said he has not heard of
any critical issues that may be
raised at the luncheon, but he
does welcome discussion on any
matter pertaining to the universi-
ty or community.
Campus,
city issues
focus of 
meeting
JIMMY
JOHN’S
SUBS
WE
DELIVER
DAILY
11 AM - 2AM
®
*ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS*
National Collegiate Alcohol
Awareness Week
is Oct. 16 - 22
Weekly Planning Meetings Start
Sept. 14th 4PM - 5PM
at the
Health Education Resource Center
If you want to participate, sponsor a program or
event, have ideas, or need more information
call 581-7015
Ask for Todd or Lynette
Lunch Special:
Chicken Fried Steak
w/ fries $299
$350 Pitchers
3 for $1 Chili Dogs
Monday Night Football 
Mountain Bike Giveaway
Monday at
$1000 FUNDRAISER fraterni-
ties, sororities & student organi-
zation. You’ve seen credit card
fundraisers before, but you’ve
never seen the Cit ibank
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per
application. Call Donna at 1-
800-932-0528 ext. 65. Qualified
callers receive a FREE camera.
_____________________11/1
Auto Insurance rates are com-
ing down for Charleston. You
may qualify for additional dis-
counts. Call BILL HALL or DAN
CASTLE at 345-7023 or stop
by HALL INSURANCE. 1010
East Lincoln.
_____________________9/13
Alpha House is an Intermediate
Care Facility for 15 develop-
mentally disabled adults stress-
ing community integrated living.
The habilitation aide works with
the residents in one-on-one
and group situations in order to
provide training of independent
living skills such as finance,
cooking, personal
hygiene/appearance, medica-
tion, and leisure/community
integrated activities as well as
providing somewhat of a role
model for socialization. Hab
aides also are involved directly
in behavioral modification pro-
grams. The main goal at Alpha
House is increasing the ability
of Developmentally Disabled to
independently care for them-
selves, familiarize themselves
with community, and actively
participate as a member of this
community. This job would look
good on a resume for those
individuals majoring in Special
Ed., Psychology, TR, or
Education. Call 345-4224.
____________________12/11
$331.00. Sell 72 college T-
shirts-profit $331.00. Risk free.
Choose from 27 designs, or
design own. Free catalog 1-
800-700-4822.
____________________10/27
Farm help experience preferred
call after 3pm or leave a mes-
sage. 348-8906.
_____________________9/11
SPRING BREAK! TRAVEL
FREE with SunSplash Tours.
Highest commissions, lowest
prices. Campus Reps wanted!
Sell Jamaica, Cancun, Bahamas,
Florida. 1-800-426-7710.
_____________________9/29
China 88. 1140 Lincoln. Help
wanted daytime waitress.
Require within.
_____________________9/12
Help wanted pizza maker and
delivery. Apply in person after 4
pm. Pagliais Pizza. Charleston.
_____________________12/8
Dairy Queen now hiring for lunch
hrs and nights. Start at $4.75 per
hour and up. Apply 20 State St.
_____________________9/25
Gain professional sales and
creative experience as an
advertising representative for
The Daily Eastern News. For
more information call Christina
German at 581-2812 or stop in
the Student Publications Office
located in the Union today.
_____________________9/13
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING -
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildl i fe
Preserves. Benefits + bonuses!
Call: 1-206-545-4804 ext.
N57381.
_____________________10/6
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT -
Fishing Industry. Earn up to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month.
Room & Board! Transportation!
Male/Female. No experience
necessary 206-545-4155 ext.
A57381.
_____________________10/6
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING -
Earn up to $2,000+/month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Caribbean,etc.).
Seasonal and full-time employ-
ment available. No experience
necessary. For more information
call 1-206-634-0458 ext.
C57381.
_____________________10/6
TRAVEL ABROAD AND
WORK - Make up to $25-45/hr.
teaching basic conversational
English in Japan, Taiwan, or S.
Korea. No teaching background
or Asian languages required.
For information call: 206-632-
1146 ext. J57381.
_____________________10/6
Topless dancers wanted. Make
thousands of dollars fast. Must
be 18. Call Panthers. 348-
0288.
_____________________9/13
SITTER-flexible hours-days,
nights, weekends. Must have
own transportation. Lori-345-
7983 or Kathy 348-5076.
_____________________9/11
EXTERIORS PAINTERS
Experienced Student Painters
needed to paint Charleston
area homes. Full or Part Time.
AMERICA’S COLLEGE
PAINTERS 1(800)626-6267.
“painting America’s homes
coast to coast”
_____________________9/21
Kidsitter, one child, occasional
evenings. El. Ed. Major pre-
ferred. 345-2534. Leave mes-
sage.
_____________________9/13
FAST FUNDRAISER-RAISE
$500 IN 5 DAYS-GREEKS,
GROUPS, CLUBS, MOTIVAT-
ED INDIVIDUALS. FAST,
EASY-NO FINANCIAL OBLI-
GATION. (800)862-1982 EXT.
33.
_____________________9/28
Caring individuals needed to
work with developmental ly
d isabled adul ts  in  a smal l
group home setting stressing
community integrated living.
Those major ing in Special
Ed. ,  Psychology,  TR,
Education, or related fields
may wish to take this opportu-
nity to gain experience along
with their degree. FT, PT and
weekend nights avai lable.
Also hiring FT weekday am
cook and PT weekday am
housekeeper. Apply in person
at Tull House, 1911 18th St.,
Charleston, 345-3552.
_____________________9/15
Female exotic dancer for sur-
prise birthday party - 345-6185
Ask for lori or leave message
for “Business tutoring help”.
_____________________9/11
Bass Player for R-N-R band.
Min 4 year exp. must be able to
sing lead vocals.
_____________________9/14
UNIVERSITY COURT APART-
MENT. HALF PRICE. NEED
SUBLEASE CALL 581-8000.
_____________________9/18
Sublessor needed for Spring
Semester. Excellent location.
Call 345-4294.
_____________________9/15
1 and 2 bedroom apt. available
immediately. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, garbage
paid. Call 345-2520.
_____________________9/13
DORM SIZE REFRIGERA-
TORS FOR RENT. 820 LIN-
COLN AVE. 348-7746
____________________12/11
HORSE BOARDING ONLY 1
1/2 MILES SW FROM CAM-
PUS. PHONE 345-6453 OR
348-8774.
____________________12/11
Microwave oven rentals.
Carlyle Rentals. 820 Lincoln
Street. 348-7746.
____________________12/11
Now open, Private room to
share. Nice home with four girls
near EIU, School year 95-96,
348-8406.
_____________________12/8
Spring semester: Studio apt.
very comfortable, very reason-
able, close to campus, free
parking. Call 348-0724.
_____________________9/15
‘87 Ford Escort. Excellent
Condition $1,800 o.b.o. 345-3448.
_____________________9/12
Used CD’s! The area’s largest
selection of used CD’s, cassettes,
concert T-shirts, and video games.
We buy sell, and trade. Music
Exchange 512 N. 19th St.,
Mattoon. 234-3668
____________________10/12
1986 Honda Civic $450, 1982
Olds 88 Royale $350. Call Mark
345-7564.
_____________________9/13
Fouton-double with frame,
head board, side table. $110
o.b.o. Call 348-5887.
_____________________9/12
Alpine 7807 CD player
w/detachable face. 30 watts x4.
$425. 345-4799. Ask for Jeff.
_____________________9/13
Tandy 1400 laptop computer &
modem-software too. $400
firm, also new electric typewrit-
er 100. 345-4072.
_____________________9/11
Kenwood Portable CD player,
car battery adaptor, connector
tape, AC adapter, CD case with
12 CD holder. Amy 581-5105.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone: _________________Student  ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA exec. board meeting today at 9:30 p.m. in
the Union Walkway. Call Kely if you can’t go at 348-0358.
EASTERN’S WOMEN’S ORGANIZATION will have a meeting today at
7 p.m. in the Shelbyville room of the Union. All Students and faculty
welcome.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an exec. meeting tonight at 6 p.m. in the
Sullivan Room. Meetings are open to anyone who wishes to attend.
WRITING CENTER WILL have writing competency exam preparation
workshops today from 3-5 p.m. in CH313, Sept. 19from 4-6 p.m. in
CH311, Oct. 24 from 4-6 p.m. in CH311, & Oct. 30 from 3-5 p.m. in
CH313. To sign up call 581-5929 or stop by the writing center at 301
Coleman Hall.
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL Majors Club will have  a meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in Buzzard Rm 107.
BACCHUS WILL HAVE a meeting today at 6:30 p.m. in the Greenup
room-3rd floor of the Union. New Members welcome.
BLOOD DRIVE COMMITTEE will have a meeting today at 8 p.m. in the
Schahrer Room. New members welcome.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION will have an informational
meeting today at 7 pm. in Coleman Auditorium.
STUDENT VOLUNTEER CENTER is sponsoring a volunteer opportuni-
ty with The Faith and Light community tonight from 7-8 p.m. If you’d like
to assist developmentally disabled adults play Bingo, call 348-0230 to
sign up.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Liturgy prep tonight at 8 p.m. in the
Newman Catholic Center.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will host night prayer tonight at 10
p.m. at the Newman Chapel, corner of 9th and Lincoln.
MINORITY ADMISSIONS PROGRAM 1990 & 1991 class meeting
Tuesday at 6 p.m. 108 Blair Hall.  Students from 1990-91 MAP classes
are needed.
ENGLISH CLUB first meeting today at 6:30 p.m. Coleman Hall Lounge.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA will have an active meeting today at 6:30 in the
Sullivan Room.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.
Help Wanted
classifiedadvertising The Daily Eastern News8
Help Wanted Wanted
Sublessors
For Rent
For Sale
For Sale For SaleServices Offered
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MONDAY SEPTEMBER 11
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
WTWO-2 WCIA-3 WAND-7, 17 ESPN-24 USA-26 WGN-16, 9C
News News News SportsCenter Wings Love Connection
NBC News Inside Edition Infomercial Football Preview: Wings Jeffersons
Wheel of Fortune The Nanny Marshal Packers Murder, She Baseball: Dodgers
Inside Edition Bless This House at Bears Wrote at Cubs
Fresh Prince Murphy Brown Football: Packers NASCAR WWF Wrestling
Movie: Cybill at Bears
Thelma and Chicago Hope Drag Racing Silk Stalkings
Louise
News Baseball Tonight Wings News
David  L. (10:35) Sports Center Wings Simon & Simon
WILL-12 LIF-40 Fox-8, 55 DSC-33 WEIU-9, 51 TBS-18
MacNeil, Lehrer Commish Roseanne Beyond 2000 Carmen Sandiego Grififth
Simpsons Next Step Bill Nye Andy Grififth
Secrets of... Unsolved Melrose Place Natural World  Little House on Matlock
Myst. the Prairie
American Movie: Reversal Partners Among Mountain St. Elsewhere Baseball: Braves
Experience of Fortune Ned and Stacey Gorillas at Rockies
Star Trek: Deep Alaska Bound News 
Barry Goldwater Space Nine Panther Country
Good Neighbors America’s...Wanted Natural World Trailside
Movie Unsol. Myst. Cops Movie
55 Gal lon Aquar ium/Hood
$99.95, complete $209.95. 10
Gallon Aquarium $6.49. Also
available other aquatic, small
animal ,  rept i le  suppl ies.
Delivery Avail. Area’s newest
pet store, Carefree Aquatics.
349-8379.
____________________9/13
Diamond Back Sorrento 21-
speed Mountain Bike. 20 inch
Frame, Black. Like New. $250
o.b.o. Call 349-8994 after 5
pm.
____________________9/11
40 Gal  f ish aquar ium. Al l
equip. included. $110 o.b.o.
Call 348-8377.
____________________9/12
OZARK FISH & SKI BOAT. 85
HP MERCURY OUTBOARD.
SKI EQUIPMENT INCLUDED
PLUS EXTRAS. $1600
O.B.O. CALL 348-8377.
____________________9/12
2 TICKETS FOR R.E.M. IN
INDY ON TUESDAY, 9-26-95.
AT COST, $25 EACH. JOE
345-9252.
____________________9/11
CYCLOPS BICYCLE TRAIN-
ER GREAT FOR EXERCISE
INDOORS. CALL 345-4294.
____________________9/15
SEGA, 2 contro l  pads,  2
games. Call 345-4294.
____________________9/15
Keys on Blue Key Chain. Lost
on 9/5 in Union. Reward i f
Found. Call 5768.
____________________9/13
HORSEBACK RIDING AT
RILEY CREEK STABLES. 5
MIN FROM CAMPUS. 348-
1424.
____________________9/15
Ballet, Modern, Tap & Jazz
Dance Classes. Jacqueline
Bennet .  DANCE CENTER
345-7182.
____________________9/12
YOGA, STRETCH CLASS
classes begin Sept .  11.
Jacqueline Bennett. DANCE
CENTER 345-7182
____________________9/11
To the sweet, little Pearls of
Alpha Sigma Alpha: You are
all very special to use & we
hope you are having an awe-
some time being part of the
best house on campus! Your
Ruby sisters love you!
____________________9/11
HEY ALPHAS, THE SISTER-
HOOD RETREAT ON
SUNDAY WAS A BLAST!
HOPE WE CAN DO IT AGAIN
SOON.!
____________________9/11
Karen Crabtree-Congrats on
pledging Delta Zeta! You are
the best  L i l  S is!  DZ Love
Laura
____________________9/11
ARE YOU CONCERNED
WITH WHATS GOING ON IN
ILLINOIS GOVERNMENT?
DO YOU THINK NO ONE
WILL LISTEN TO YOUR
OPINION? COME SEE
SCOTT HUMBARD,
SPEAKER FROM THE ILL.
LEGISLATURE AND EIU
GRAD, WED. SEPT. 13, 4PM,
CH 228. GET THE INSIDE
INFO ON WHAT’S GOING
ON.
____________________9/12
CHRISTEN MAZURA: I AM
SO GLAD TO HAVE YOU AS
MY LIL’ SIS!! YOU MAKE A
BEAUTIFUL DELTA ZETA!!
LUV, SARAH.
____________________9/11
DZ Soccer Team: You guys
will do awesome! Good Luck!
Love, Meems.
____________________9/12
CHRISTY PROSSER: You’re
an awesome Lil’ Sis! Congrats
on choosing the best house
on campus! DZ Luv, Meems.
____________________9/11
Good Luck Tackling Turtles!
Kick some shells. All Delta
Zeta’s be at the field at 4:00.
____________________9/11
For Sale
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who danced into the end zone
first, as Stanley Parker’s 1-yard
run and Ryan Devins’  point
after attempt made the score 7-
0 in the Indians’ favor.
Although the 4,870 fans in
attendance were obviously wor-
ried about Southeast Missouri
scoring on its first possession,
Eastern showed the crowd a
real scoring explosion.
The Panthers  scored the
game’s next four touchdowns –
three of those in the second
quarter alone.
With 7:09 left  in the first
quarter, Tom Hess caught a 5-
yard pass from senior quarter-
back Pete Mauch and, along
with  Steve  Largent’s  ext ra
point ,  the  game was  t ied  a t
seven.
Running backs Chris Hicks
and Willie High were next to
score, and with Mauch’s 27-
yard pass to t ight  end Mike
Mangan, the scoreboard at half-
t ime showed a 28-7 Eastern
advantage.
Allowing the opposing team
to score first, and then counter-
ing with four touchdowns of
their own, apparently conveyed
confidence in Eastern’s game
plan.
“Everything is working as
we planned,” High said. “Our
guys have a lot of confidence
in ourselves. It’s the first time
since I’ve been here that every
guy believes we can win the
game.”
High finished the game with
168 yards on the ground, bring-
ing his career rushing total to
3,112. High is just the fourth
Eastern  p layer  to  break the
3,000 yard mark.
Eastern’s  offense  was  on
automat ic ,  but  then came a
glitch.
The offense stopped produc-
ing, and with an Indian field
goal and touchdown, Southeast
found itself down by only 10
early in the final quarter.
Needless to say, a few play-
ers and coaches were nervous
and disgusted about that por-
t ion of  the  game when they
held a 28-18 lead.
“We started out  the game
good, but in the second half we
were horrible,” High said.
“The difference in the first
half is that we executed and the
first two drives in the second
half we didn’t,” Wittke said.
“We shot ourselves in the foot,
so to speak.”
Even head coach Bob Spoo
lamented about  h is  teams’
lethargic play at the beginning
of the second half.
“I’m a l i t t le  disappointed
about  our  p lay  in  the  th i rd
quarter,” Spoo said. “I think we
could have put (the game) away
and we didn’t take advantage of
that.”
But two Largent field goals
in  the  f inal  quar ter  helped
secure the teams’ sixth consec-
utive win, dating back to last
year.
“We responded and our
offense took a couple of drives
to eat up the clock,” Spoo said.
“It’s a good feeling right now –
I think we’re all on the same
page.”
Senior  l inebacker  Tim
Carver unofficially recorded
eight  tackles–giving him a
career total of 463.
Carver now needs only seven
more tackles to break the Gate-
way Conference mark of 470
set by Illinois State’s Wilbert
Brown from 1988-91.
THEY’RE HERE!WARBLER1994 - 1995YEARBOOKS
PICK UP YOUR COPY
OUTSIDE OF THE UNION IN THE LIBRARY QUADMONDAY - THURSDAY
9/11 - 9/14
9:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
$40 - $60 - $120
E
u
MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
UNIVERSITY UNION
Represenatives at University
Union Lobby  - Monday &
Tuesday 11 to 4pm 
Deposit: $25
Start off the week
with these great spe-
cials at
JERRY’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4TH
AND LINCOLN
345-2844
$200 OFF
LARGE PIZZA
AND FREE
QT. OF COKE
EXP. 9/18/95
WE DELIVER 11 am to Close
$100 OFF
SMALL PIZZA
AND FREE
QT. OF COKE
EXP. 9/18/95
FOOTBALL
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Midnight Sale!!
Doors Open at
12:01a.m.
Tonight Only$150 OffNewReleases
1st....25th....
50th..
75th....100th
....125th
Person Gets
album FREE!
Red Hot Chilli 
Peppers • 
One Hot Minute
Lenny Kravitz • 
Circus
Morrisey • 
Southpaw
Grammar
Big Audio 
Dynamite • 
Planet Bad 
Greatest Hits
Inspiral carpets • 
Singles
“The officials were pretty much
fair but I thought the ref made a few
bad calls during the game,” Willson
said.
Fabiano feels his team has a lot to
work before its next game on
Wednesday.
“Overall, everything has to be
worked on,” Fabiano said. “We need
to start coming to the games ready
to play because it seems that in
every game we come out flat during
the first 10 minutes. So there are
going to be a lot of changes this
week.”
Drake’s Brook Biggers drilled a
penalty kick past goalie Brian Hecht
to give the Bulldogs a 1-0 lead going
into the intermission. 
The pace of the game quickly
changed in the second half, as the
contest turned into a shoot out with
three goals, including two by Drake,
being scored in a span of five minutes.
Eastern tried to rally as Brian
Holcombe closed out the scoring
spree by putting in Eastern’s only
goal. But a late goal by the Bull-
dog’s Jarred Goldberg killed any
hopes for a  Panther rally.
tomorrow.
“We really don’t know
her status,” Ralston said
after the Panthers’ sec-
ond place finish at the
DePaul Invitational. “She
could have a rotator cuff
injury and at worst case
scenario, she could be
done for the year.”
Ralston said she made
sure that Wells didn’t
play at the tournament,
and said that if Wells was
lost for the year she
would likely be red-shirt-
ed.
“We would really hate
to have to lose her,”
Ralston said. “She had
some more movement in
it (shoulder) over the
weekend, but at this point
she is very questionable
for (tomorrow) against
Butler.”
Ralston also said that
if Wells’ injury is not as
serious as it potentially
could be, she would like
to have Wells ready to
play in Eastern’s home
tournament in the end of
September.
“She’s our best all-
around player, so we’ll
really miss having her if
it comes to that,” Ralston
said.
“I thought it was feel-
ing better,” Wells said.
“But they told me not to
get my hopes up. I’m
really upset about it but
hopefully I’ll find out
good news.
“I’m just praying for
the best.”
Damon again led the offensive
attack for the Panthers with 14
kills, four aces and a .400 hitting
percentage. Monica Brown also
had eight kills for Eastern to go
with 11 digs.
“This was a really ugly match,”
Ralston said. “There’s not a whole
lot of good stuff to say. We served
16 aces and they served 15, so each
team essentially gave the other a
whole game. The receiving was
just terrible.”
In the championship match
against Butler, Eastern again got off
to a slow start – dropping the first
contest 3-15. The Panthers could
not gain much momentum in the
second or third games, losing 13-15
and 7-15 for a second-place finish.
“Our first game was not good at
all. We had a lot of overpasses and
just not a really good effort in the
first game. In the second game we
were up 13-12 and just couldn’t put
any balls away.”
Outside hitter Damon was
named to the All-Tournament team
“on the strength of her first couple
of matches,” Ralston said.
Ralston said she has been
pleased thus far in the season with
the Panthers’ consistency and var-
ied offensive attack.
“I’ve seen a lot of players do a
lot of things for me, and with so
many people being able to do so
much it really keeps the flow
going,” Ralston said.
frame, Courtney Hendrickson scored on an assist
from Kathleen Fisher.
Eight minutes later, Beth Aussin added Eastern’s
third goal on a penalty kick. Kendra Williamson
rounded out the scoring with her second goal of the
game.
On Sunday versus Harris-Stowe, the Lady Panthers
started slowly again. In fact, 15 minutes into the
game, Coach Ballard pulled most of the starters.
“I told them I wanted consistency, but they came
out flat,” Ballard said. “I thought they could learn a
lesson by watching the other girls play.”
What the starters watched was the Valerie Pourch
show. In the 30 minutes left in the first half, Pourch
scored three times, completing Eastern’s first hat
trick.
All was going well until halftime. Everything was
ready except for the referees, who were nowhere to be
seen.  When they emerged from Lantz Building,
coach Ballard went to find out why there was a delay.
“I said that they should be on the field for the
game, that was it,” Ballard later said.  For that, he was
ejected from the game.
SPIKERS from page 12
WELLS from page 12WOMEN from page 12
MEN from page 12
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Calendar
TC
Tues.    7 p.m. Volleyball                     Butler H
Wed.    7 p.m. Soccer (M) Ill-Springfield H
Wed.     4 p.m. Soccer (W) Northern Ill. A
Fri-Sat. 9:30 p.m. Volleyball     Wisconsin Invite A
Sat. 2 p.m. Soccer (W) Harris-Stowe A
Sat. 7 p.m. Football Tenn-Martin H
Sat-Sun. TBA Soccer (M) EIU Classic H
Sun. 4 p.m. Soccer (W) SIU-Edwardsville H
for the week of
Sept. 11-17
PANTHER
By DAN FIELDS
Associate sports editor
Offensively, the Eastern foot-
ball team needed only the first
half to win Saturday night’s
game against Southeast Missouri
State University.
Eastern stuck around for the
rest of the game to make it offi-
cial.
The Panthers’ offensive gun
shot out 28 points in the first half
– enabling Eastern to cruise to a
34-18 victory over the Ohio
Valley Conference’s Indians.
“The kids played extremely
well in the first half,” said offen-
sive coordinator Roy Wittke.
“We felt if we could jump on
them early, it would give us a
better opportunity to score.”
Eastern runs away
in sixth straight win
TETSUYA KIKUMASA/Staff photographer
Senior running back Willie High eludes Southeast Missouri’s Doug Beard en route to a game-high 168 yard
performance in Eastern’s 34-18 victory over the Indians. The Panthers ground game outrushed Southeast
Missouri’s 282 yards to 90.
By DONNA RUF
Staff writer
The men’s and women’s
cross country teams competed
at Bradley University this
weekend in the Bradley
Invitational.
The men finished fifth in a
field of 18 with 153 points– 88
points behind the University of
Illinois which finished first.
Junior Justin Weiss was
sixth overall with a time of
25.03 – averaging five minutes
per mile. Weiss was only 16
seconds off of the winning
time, and five seconds off of
breaking the course record,
which was broken by the first
four runners across the line.
Todd Moroney finished
28th with a time of 25.46, and
head coach John McInerney
considered this one of his best
races ever.  
“Todd, who usually finishes
third or fourth man, had an
outstanding race,” McInerney
said.
Rounding out the top five
for Eastern were Nate Shaffer,
capturing 31st place with a
time of 25.48, Jason Anhalt
finishing 40th with a time of
26.00, and Rick Walden, fin-
ishing 48th with a time of
26.21.
The women came away
with an eighth-place finish out
of 16 teams. McInerney said
he was pleased with the per-
formance of his freshmen, as
four finished in the team’s top
seven.
“Having four freshman fin-
ish in the top seven, running
their first 5K ever is pretty
impressive,” McInerney said.
“Running this new distance,
they were a little tentative and
held back, but ran real well all
things considered.”
Coming across the line first
for Eastern was Cristen Con-
rad, finishing in 14th place
with a time of 18.44, a good
time for her this early in the
season, according to Mc-
Inerney.
Team Conf.        All
EASTERN 0-0 2-0
Illinois State 0-0 1-1
Indiana State 0-0 1-1
Southern Illinois    0-0 1-1
SW Missouri St.    0-0 1-1
Western Illinois     0-0 1-1
Northern Iowa       0-0 0-2
Saturday’s games
EASTERN 34, SE Missouri 18
SW Missouri 31, NE Missouri 17
Murray St. 35, Southern Ill. 3
Iowa 34, Northern Iowa 13
Ball St. 20, Western Ill. 7
Ohio 14, Illinois St. 6
Mississippi 56, Indiana St. 10
See FOOTBALL Page 10
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
Head volleyball coach Betty Ralston
called her squads’ performance at this past
weekend’s DePaul Invitational in Chicago
as “probably our best showing in a couple
of years.”
The Panthers finished second out of six
teams at the tournament, improving their
overall record to 4-4 for the 1995 season.
The Panthers sneaked past the host Blue
Demons in their first match on Friday
before defeating Manhattan on Saturday
morning to reach the championship match
against Butler.
But Ralston’s Panthers found themselves
down early to Butler, and eventually lost
the match 3-0. The Butler match was a pre-
view of sorts for Ralston, in that the
Bulldogs will visit Charleston for Eastern’s
first home match of the year on Tuesday.
In the opening round match against
DePaul, the Panthers got out to what
Ralston termed “a notoriously slow start.”
Eastern dropped the first game to the Blue
Demons by a 2-15 score. 
But the Panthers would battle back to
win the second and third games 15-9, 16-
14 to forge ahead in the best of five match
2-1.
“It was very good that we won the third
game,” Ralston said. “It is crucial in that
kind of situation to get the 2-1 lead.”
Jennifer Damon was the Panthers’ leader
defensively, as well as behind the service
line, as she recorded a team high 21 digs
and four service aces.
“That was a good start,” Ralston said.
“We outblocked them 14-4, so I’m pleased
that our blocking has been so strong this
year. And we beat a DePaul team that we
lost to last year when we had Kaaryn
(Sadler).”
The victory over DePaul sent the
Panthers to a second-round match with
Manhattan, a team that DePaul had beaten
earlier in the tournament. The Panthers
struggled to win in four games with scores
of 15-12, 12-15, 15-11, 15-10.
“We got off to a really slow start,”
Ralston said. “They (Manhattan) were not
a really strong team, but they ran high mid-
dle sets and hurt us on those. That’s not
something we see a lot of.”
Volleyball squad captures second at DePaul Invite
Harriers show respecting finish at Bradley
By MATT ERICKSON
Staff writer
The Eastern volleyball
team was without one of
its key contributors at this
past weekend’s DePaul
Invitational in Chicago.
Junior outside hitter
Vanessa Wells was side-
lined with a shoulder
injury and did not see any
playing time in the tourna-
ment.
Wells’ injury was ini-
tially reported as an injury
to her non-hitting shoul-
der last week. But head
coach Betty Ralston
believes that the injury
may be more serious than
first thought. Ralston said
Wells will see a doctor
Recent injury to Wells may put her out ‘for the year’
See WELLS Page 11
See SPIKERS Page 11
By BRIAN LESTER
Staff writer
The men’s soccer team squared off
against the Bulldogs of Drake University in
its home opener yesterday at Lakeside Field.
Unfortunately, the outcome of the game did
not favor the Panthers as they suffered a 4-1
loss, dropping them to 1-3 on the year.
Stifling defense and numerous penalties
plagued the Panthers throughout the contest.
And according to head coach Troy Fabiano,
he felt his team was simply outplayed.
“The game was bad,” Fabiano said of the
team’s performance. “The guys were drag-
ging and I don’t know the reason for it. We
just didn’t show up to play and we got pun-
ished for it.”
While penalties were called consistently
throughout the game, Fabiano didn’t think
the officiating affected the outcome of the
game.
“The referee was fine but we have some
guys who retaliated for no reason,” Fabiano
said. “So I really had no problems with the
refs, but I think we just have to grow up a
little bit.”
Sophomore forward Eric Willson, who
found himself involved with many of the
penalty calls, felt that some of them were
uncalled for.
By JOSH HARBECK
Staff writer
After scoring only one goal in their
first two games, the Lady Panthers scored
11 in two victories this weekend.
Saturday, the Lady Panthers defeated
Iowa State 4-0, and Sunday they defeated
Harris-Stowe 7-0.
Head coach Steve Ballard was very
pleased with the offense.
“We played much better. We stayed
with the system of play, and it created
opportunity after opportunity,” Ballard
said.
The defense also played well, record-
ing two shutouts. Goalkeepers Kate
Binder and Jenny Vargas were rarely
challenged due in part to the play in front
of them.
“(Defensemen) Heather (Ory) and
Diane Markus have played excellent soc-
cer for us,” Ballard said.
On Saturday against Iowa State, the
offense had good pressure, but had little
to show for it. Despite a tremendous
advantage in time of possession, the Lady
Panthers owned only a one goal lead at
the intermission.
But Eastern came out firing in the sec-
ond half. Eight minutes into the second
Drake tops men’s soccer... ...but women capture two
See MEN Page 11 See WOMEN Page 11
